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After Images

he group of images, objects, and
practices that we call art in the conlemporary sense of the wo.d is
a relatively recent phenomenon,
compared to the very long history of producing
and crrculating religious images, which only later
became religious art. Within the context of
the monotheist traditions, hostile to figurative
representations of the divine, Christianity developed a complex theology of the image and
left a massive visual legacy that constituted a
substantial part of what we today call "Western
arU'This was followed by a period of gradual
waning of religious art, and then of religious
themes within art. The twentieth century saw the
detachment of spiritual expressions from
organised religion and their reintegration within
art when arlists gradually reused religious
iconography but in avery different way compared
to those who chose or were commissioned
to create art for religious purposes or with a
religious function.
Throughout the twentieth century artists continuously turned to the visual archive of religion,
and in a more recent moment, in the cou rse of
the past two decades, numerous exhibitions that
dealt with the relationship between religion
and art were organized. They o{fered a variety
of perspectives focusing on different sets of
questions-from perlaining to theology, to political
issues, to those related to art and its historyl
Contemporary art is a f ield including very heterogeneous sets of practices; precisely its openness
defines it as a space where religious images
and motifs resurface as a symptom of the need
to reconsider the broader cultural archive of
religion and its ritual, experiential, and public
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aspects. Next to the interest in more specific
figures such as the body, miracles, violence,
and ritual, such a return has to do with the
necessity to reflect on our desire to believe in
images, on the history of seeing them, and
on their double power-iconic and political,
n an institutional level the complex
relationship between religion and
art cannot be explained within
the linear narrative of ''progressive
demytholog ization, d isenchantment, and secularizalionl'2 "Religious" or "non-religious" art are
categories with fuzzy boundaries, which are constantly being renegotiated, especially in twentiethcentury contexts. Religious images, before
becoming art, had a distinct public significance
and power. Their later transformation into art as
part of church interiors, and subsequent display
in the context of museum collections, was
followed byart itself gaining a"sacred significance
or taking the role of a kind of a public practice
that discusses the 'realm of elevated idealsl" 3
There are multiple ways to approach the entanglement between religion and art, theology
and images, religious art and contemporary ar1-,
and any history of their changing relationship
over the course of the last two centuries should
acknowledge that the very concepts of "ar1"
and "religion" are to a large extent modern. a

ean-Luc Nancy, one of the philosophicalvoices in the debate around
the legacy of religion, complicates
the narrative of secularization
identifying
an inherently self-critical or selfby
deconstructive tendency within the body of
thought of monotheism, and Christianity in particular. A key aspect of Nancy's project of deconstruction of monotheism consists in rethinking
our secu lar cond ition with aviewto a re-evaluation
of the effects of its religious provenance on
the basis of an emphatic engagement with the
present.5 The deconstruction of Christianity
should be understood as a pro]ect revealing the
internal tensions within this tradition. To deconstruct Christianity would mean: "neither to destroy
in order to refound nor to perpetuate-theses
that imply gyslem given and unaffected as
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suchl'6 The outlines of such a project can be
placed in the deconstructive gesture as setting
a past, an origin in motion to "loosen up the
assembled structure" in order to bring to light
the various possibilities covered over by that
structu re.
Nancy's writing on representation, creation,
the image, and Christian painting define art as
"homogeneous to religionsl'7 but within religion
art has never been religious. The role of art in
the self-deconstruction of monotheism can be
understood better if it is considered in the context
of the difference between polytheism and
monotheism. ln a number o{ texts, Nancy insists
that the difference between poly- and monotheism is not a matter of numerical reduction, but
of the displacement of the plurality of gods
present in the world by the unicity of a god who
is withdrawn and absent from it.8 ln polytheism,
in contrast, the gods are distinct beings, each
one with a proper name; they are present in the
world and organize the world or give meaning
to it. Their actions are represented in mythical
narratives and in images. lnsofar as myth provides
a narrative that gives meaning to the world, it
postulates an origin, someLhing pre-grven or
primordial that explains the world in terms of
precedence and provenance. e Polytheism, in
other words, is a religious mode that is associated
with the visibility of the gods and its art "provides
a vision of the godsl'10 ln contrast, monothersm
understands itself in an increasingly less religious
manner in the sense that it no longer holds on
to a mythology, or representation, of divinities and
their actions.rr In this sense it is engaged in a
movement of demythologization, or atheisation:
the rejection of the presence of gods in this
world. ln contrast to the effective presence of a
plurality of gods, the monotheist god, whose
unicity implies his withdrawal from presence, can
no longer be conceived of as being an origin or
a primordial narrative that prescribes how the
world should be. As a consequence, the image
does not illustrate a sacred subject, but itself
occupies a sacred mode. Another important
moment in the self-deconstructive movement of
Christianity is the idea of the incarnation.
Nancy argues that the incarnate God is precisely
not avisible representation of an invisible entity,
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but aGod whose gesture consists in the alienation
of himself or "the emptying-out of Godl'1'z "The
'body' of the 'incarnation' is [,..] the taking place"
of thewithdrawal of God. In otherwords,the body

of the incarnaiion is not a representation or
imitation that supposes resemblance, but a place
of the alienation of God of himself: a material
presentation of that alieration, 13
his interpretation of key moments
of monotheism and Christianity
does not allow to art to be placed in
a position of tiguring, illustratrng,
or representing the divine. ln this sense it cannot
be called religious and it inherits an understanding
of the image that is opposed to the mythological
mode. lt is no longer a reproduction of a pre-given
original. Nancy argues that at the heart of
art and in monotheism we can Tetrace a certain
articulation of creation as creation ex nihilo
without any pre-given sense, and independent
of any "goal of mastery (domination, usefulness,
appropriation)l' 1a The world comes out of
nothing, where the "nothing" signrf ies the modelless-ness, without reason and without the
end of the world.15 Religious art, and specifically
Christian art, is then not an illustration of the
biblical story. The image is itself without a model
and shares the moment of withdrawal of origin
that characterizes monotheism. The illustrative
mode becomes a presentatronal one. The image
is a presentation of the thing that appears,
a presentation of itself :" [. . .] the work of art is
always also a meaning at work beyond the work,
as well as a work working and opening beyond
any meaning that is given or to be givenl'r6
While capturing a key feature within the Christian
understanding of the image, its internal openness
and its non-coincidence with a visual illustration,
such line of argumentation cannot be neatly
placed on contemporary artworks that recycle
religious iconography. They situate themselves
on a different level precisely because their gestu re
is to thematize or appropriate religious images
as their subject matter, thus engaging on one
level with the weight of ihe visual archive of
religion, and on another with the way images
work. One of the central moments in Nancy's
analysis of the parallel unfolding of the body of
2Ctr
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ihought of Christianity and its images would
be the determination of the work beyond any
representation of an originary narrative, This
strongly resonates with a key modern moment
n the self-definition of the artistic gesture-the
autonomy of art with regard to external determination, institutional or otherwrse. This proximity
between a key moment in monothersm and a
speclfically modern aesthetic art culation of the
creative gesture as one centred on, and in a
sense bear ng witness to, the void of its own
creatron opens a possibility to define art as a
sprr tually laden practice, But this spir tual
moment does not overlap with art being religious
in the sense outlined above. The sprntual claims
of abstract painters belonging to different
generations are well known;there are numerous
twentieth-centu ry artists engaging with the
texture of ritual, or the question of the trace as
figure of an absent god,
he question of the status and the
meaning of religious iconography
when it is embedded in contemporary artworks situates itself on a
dlfferent plane, The re-use of religious images
has the status of a particular kind of reference,
which could be seen as both seeking legitimation
by the canon, and as taking a cntical stance
towards it, Religious motifs are present rn contemporary adworks in a var ety of different
ways, each producrng different effects. In the
past two decades, artists such as Berlinde
De Bruyckere, Wim Delvoye, Maurizio Cattelan,
Pipilotti Risi, BillViola, Eila-Liisa Ahtila, Lawrence
Malstaf and many others have reinterpreted
religious conography and symbols in their works
in a variety of ways and media. In their contemporary context such motifs obviously are a
commentary on the contrnued cultural relevance
of religion including its presence in the social
texture. But arguably they also address central
lssues concerning the infrastructure of the
regime of visibility with in which they are circulated.
By gesturing toward the past, or the figure of
the tradition, they pose questions about time,
ihe public role of images, and the set of rules
:rai regulate their visibility, Besides being a
':cet i on of magery from the past, this visual
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vocabulary becomes a means to problemat se
not only the way different periods rn the histc'.
of art are delimited, but larger and seemingl;'
more rigid distinctions such as those betweeart and non-art images, Such distinctions car - ,
be reduced to hlstorical periods; they are wha:
Jacques Rancidre calls "regimes" of the imag:
(or of the arts), and what Hans Belting in h s
study of the Christian image calls "eras" of t-=
image,17 Belting has argued that with n Chr s ,art, the era of the early religious cult image
differs sign ficantly from that of "the art ima::'
and that mages produced and circulated n
these two eras are regulated according to a
different set of rules. While the cult tmage ,. a.
venerated as a living person, carried to d ffe'=-places to be shown and "embodied the pub :
claims of a communityl'the art image "was
acknowledged for its own sakel'created b' a
"famous artlst and defined by a proper the:-.' '
Rancidre makes a similar drstlnction, wh ch
exceeds the strictly historical definition, of :'-.=
regimes of the arts-ethical, poetic, and aestl-=:
characterised by different ways of concep:-. ising the conditions of therr production, use
and display. lt is important to emphasise tl^a: ,
regime is largely determined by extra-vrsua
issues, in contrast to a historrcal period, v,'l- -- :
characterised by, among other thrngs, a d s. - ,'
style (i.e. a set of visual elements). Such iss t,:. =-=
related to the conditions of production anc
display of images and the way they are in.:. ::
with the status of being true or authent c -:::.-ces of art or sacred images,

-

ecisive for the properly relrgic --.mage, what Belting calls tl-e '. . in'agel' ,s the facr thal ;t cla
to convey an invisible transce-:--truth and does not simply represent. Exer:
for this group of mages is the image not
-=
by an artist's hand, or acheirop!.lgleg,'n lt r-' .-.:ciated with a divine origin, as if producec :.
direct contact with the body of Christ, or a
lous appearance such as the Veil of Verc' -.
in the Western, or the Mandylion in the Ea..=-tradition. However, the "truth" of such an
-;
,
rt
becc
the
reason
that
and subsequently
=
a focal point for the communal gaze, dec:- :,

-:

-.

.'

--.---.
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upon concealing both the procedures of its
making, and of def rning it as true. Arguably, many
aspects of this motif are defining for the distinction of the image before the era of art, to use
Belting's term, and the art-image, lts transformations can reveal much about the way images
are used, defined, and acquire their status, This
motif is pervasively present(also in other religious
traditions) in different periods of Christian art
and, in its modif ied and less recognisable version,
it seems to be important to the present day.
he motrf of the true image is central
to the definiiion of an image as
public and as endowed with a speciai
religious and political power. In a
broader sense, it is related to such issues as
how images acquire the status of being true, true

nstances of art or incarnations of profound
spiritual truth, or true documentary images, what
cnteria there are to determine their status and
veracity, and how a community or an audience
formulates them. According to Marie-Jos6
Mondzain this category of images, determined by
an rn herently tautolog ical cond tion, is s u rpris ing ly
similar in its operation to a contemporary object
such as the readymade and to the medium of
chotography.'zo While the readymade-an ob]ect
:hat is also not made by an artist-brings to
risibility the procedures that place an object on
J splay consecrating it as Art, a photog raph ciaims
.o show the incontestable truth of an event
:hat truly happened precisely because allegedly
i eliminates the role of the maker's hand. The
acheiroporeta image hides the procedures of i.is
naking, which must remain invisible in order
:o guarantee its status, Next to that, the "truth"
:f such images is produced by the procedures
cf presentation of such an object to a communrty.
--f
he presentational devrces are allthe quasi-visible
elements such as frames, stands, and show:ases that present the artwork (or in the general
:ase an object) to its beholders, For instance
,ieronica's veil and some of its later represen.ations in painting in many cases involve a
''ame, which overrules the barely visible image,
end the public ostentations of the Shroud are
actually procedures of ts framing, where the
''rame" oT presentational device also includes
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those in power (both religious and po rtical) vrhc
show it to the community of belrevers, Joseph
Leo Koerner observes that in two earller and st
distinct moments, as in the painting of Albrecht
Drirer (1471-1528) and Caspar David Friedrich
(1774-1840), this motif can be related to the
def inition of the figure of the artist, and the gestu re
of display of artistic skill.'z1 Thelr painting is
characterised by the concealment of the traces
of manual labour from the surface of the canvas
thus makrng the image appear miraculously
as "not-madel' These sets of issues add up to
the larger question of the status oi fiction and
its positioning between the art image where it is
associated with artistic skill, and the cult image
where it is concealed, Besides its role in the act
of self-definition of the artist in their art, the
motif of acheiroporetos was embedded in many
artworks as a means of referring to, and keeping
a trace of, the true rmage and as expressing a
religious or spintual feeling in a positive sense.
hile the acheiropoietic image
conceals both the maker and the
procedures that render it "truel'
contemporary artists invert th is mot f,
lf the definition of the art- mage in the Renaissance was affirmation of the figure of the artist,
the contemporary reference to religious motifs
makes a symmetrically opposite claim, lf, in
the religious case, the divine origin of the image
is invented by a constellation of procedures
of consecration and presentation of the image
to the community, in the contemporary case t s
those presentational procedures that are critically
addressed. The borrowed visual motif tunctions
as atoolto examine the very f rame of identif icatlon
of the regime that prescribes the rules of making
and appreciation of images. ln the process of
embedding older into newer images, as descrlbed
by Belting, the newer image s defined as a
presentational context for the o d icon. lt could
be argued that, ana ogously, when contemporary
artists use past images, they address issues
related to presentation, They do not create new
representations, but use exist ng ones to embed
them in a contemporary context.
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rtists choose a variety of strategies
to embed an existing image or
motif f rom the past into their work,
They either restage a well-known
painting on a religious subject, or reproduce a
religious f igure but in amodified way.They present
their viewers with a religious figure, recognisable
through some iconographic cues, but distorted
to such an extent that the contemporary work
actually shows the breaking of its resemblanceto
the source image, The older motif, when a contemporary artist employs it in the way described,
is in fact emptied of its representative function.
lnstead, it becomes a kind of extended frame
embedded in the image instead of being positioned at its margin. ln this sense, the effects of
recycling religious moti{s in contemporary
artworks bear at least some similarity to the
Renaissance practice of borrowing motifs from
the Antiquity as a means of emancipation
from religion, and as establishing the grounds
for a definition of a new type of art-image.
Contemporary arlists use religious motifs, but as
counter-motifs, The concept of a counter-motif is
partly informed by Aby Warburg's research on
the life of motifs from the Antiquity and images
in the Renaissance culture. Warburg was interested in the polyvalence and plasticity of images
and their "lifel' or "force" or "impersonal powerl'22
His concept of survival refers to the continuity,
or afterlife, of images and motifs throughout
different historical periods, and describes the
metamorphosis of bodily gestures expressing
strong emotions (pathSsla@lbd. The concept
of survival allows for an understanding of the
complex positioning of images in time and emphasises the fact that they, apart from having
specific meaning in a parlicular context, always
have an aspect that resists univocal interpretation.23 lmages survive through time but transform their meaning. They are a means to
claim identity belonging to atradition, but also a
means to claim discontinuity and difference
from it. When contemporary artists use religious
motifs, the motifs no longer have a religious
function. This discontinuity in their function
allows both pointing to a past tradition of use
of images, and claiming their difference {rom it,

n her work Berhnde De Bruyckere
addresses big themes as sufter,ng.
vulnerabilitv, and solitude through
uisual vocabulary, which takeJ the
^
body as its central element and resonates
strongly wiih Christian iconography. Her use of
hyperrealist rendering of the texture of and color
of the body, combined with modified religious
motifs, addresses issues pertaining to the very
infrastructure of the image, to its presentational
aspect. The relerences to religious images in
her sculptures form an embedded frame for her
distorted, melting, and hanging bodies. Her
sculptures are in this sense also broken images,
With this she addresses image-breaking as an
image-producing practice, and in another sense
comments on a self-iconoclastic moment
already present in Christian images. Her work
acquires a polyphonic aspect, and the "impurity'
of the image, the fact that it is contaminated
with a reference to a past historical period,
addresses and problematises the way the image
is perceived-as a work of art, religious image,
or relic.2a

I
I
I
I

hen reusing religious themes in
their work many artists break wlth
the inherently religious tactics
of blasphemy or iconoclasm and
engage with past images on a different and
arguably more complex level. The modification
and the displacement of religious motifs imply
breaking the resemblance with the older, religious
image. Such a gesture can be made only when
the source image is reproduced. Thus, ii in herently
involves the re-display of the religious images.
Blasphemy and criticism are iniricately related
in their historical development, as the former can
be understood as a "discursive rupture" with a
tradition. For example, the affirmation of Christ's
divinity was perceived as blasphemous by the
religious establishment; nevertheless, it gave birth
to a new religion.2s The gesture of the blasphemer
might also indicate an intense interest in the
idea or the image he or she is defaming. ln this
sense, the strategy of Andres Serrano with the
well-known Piss Christ (1987), which itself
became an object of an iconoclastic gesture in
20i '1, uses abject elements that could result in
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neutralising its critical intention, and in affirming
the necessity of symbolic order and normativity,26
This gives images considered as blasphemous
an interesting quality of reversibility of their
message, A more recent example, in a way
structurally similar to Piss Christ, is The Ninih
Hour (1999) by Maurizio Cattelan in which a
realistic sculpture of Pope John Paul ll is crushed
by a meteorite. Besides the possibility to find a
religious meaning as a reference to the death of
Christ, as suggested in its title, this work contains
a similar shock element to Piss Christ. The
figure signifies a moment that is far from being
religious orspiritual-the reduction of the religious
authoriiy, and spiritual figure to a dead body, a
corpse, thus signifying the defeat of the Christian
world.27 ln a broader sense, this artwork is
also a comment on the ambivalence of blasphemous images.
he return of religious motifs in
contemporary artworks has signif icance on a level that is related
specifically to art, beyond the offence
of religious sensitivities. When religious images
are recycled by contemporary artists, they
"vaccinate" the work against expressing religious
meaning in the positive sense of the term. While
in the context of the Reformation or the CounterReformation, old images were either subject to
destruction or presentation through their embedding within an art image; when reused in presentday artworks, existing religious images function
as critical tools. While the cult image concealed
ts maker in order to maintain its public significance, and the later art image celebrated the
artist as a re-inventor of the old icon, contemporary artists cite religious images in order to
reflect on the very procedures that produce the
public significance of images, The strategy of
citing religious motifs is not exactly a critique of
cult practices, which are historically quite distant
from the present moment. lnstead, this strategy
has a very contemporary agenda-to comment on
art as a field of image-making, to reflect critically
upon implicit hierarchies associated with particular definitions of authorship, and to bring to
visibility the procedures that invest images
with power. ln the era of the image bef ore art,

what mattered was the "th ngl' the object of
a cult practice, whose real maker was carefully
concealed, lt gradually transformed into an
art-image, a fiction, visibly associated with a
maker. Nowadays, when artists borrow religious
images, they use them as "things" that have a
public significance, but not as objects of a cult
practice; on the contrary, they are popular
"things" that belong to a sphere of common use.
The present day is characterised by an overproduction of images across various media. Artists,
especially those whose practice involves reusing
existing images, make us aware of how complex
images as entities are. They address the long
history of seeing that in{luences our contemporary ways of viewing and interpretation, and
the way we attribute veracity to imagesaccording
to specific concepts of authorship, For example,
our understanding of documentary images
and their veracity is supported by the idea of a
mechanical view of authorship associated with
photography. However, this is a myth that is
structurally similarto the myth of the "true imagel'
supported by the same view of authorship
that does not involve the work of the hand of an
artist, lt is a central motif with regard to the articulation of the concept of what Rancidre calls
"regime" and Belting "era of the imagei'

1
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